Documentation for Video Player

I had a lot of trouble really doing anything different with the video player. I took the code from the banana slug video page and began to work with it. I styled the page using CSS to make it a lot more visually appealing. It took me some time to get the video player centered since I didn't know if it should be centered in the HTML or the CSS. When I first changed the “stahp” to the unicode “Ὂ” it worked, but soon just broke. I had to figure out how to put the letter/number combination in to get it to consistently display ⫟ properly. I tried to work with the slider feature to change the way it displayed time as Anna did in hers, but her code was so different than mine I had trouble finding ways to make it work. I would copy the lines of code with the slider in it, but it didn’t change anything. I instead played with the default video player to make the popup time indicator shorter at least.